We review recent hole growth measurements performed at elevated temperatures in freely-standing polystyrene (PS) films, using optical microscopy and a differential pressure experiment (DPE). In the hole growth experiments, which were performed at temperatures close to the bulk glass-transition temperature of PS, T bulk g = 97
INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of polymers confined to thin films have been studied extensively showing reductions in the glass-transition temperature T g with decreasing film thickness h for both supported and freely-standing films (see for instance refs. 1-15 and references therein). The most significant T g reductions observed to date are for high molecular weight M w freely-standing polystyrene (PS) films, for which T g values reduced by as much as 80
• C from the bulk value have been measured for films of thickness h = 36 nm of M w = 1.25 × 10 6 . 3, 4, 7 Measurements of the dynamics in thin films at longer length scales are less conclusive with several diffusion studies suggesting that mobility on the length scale of the entire chain is not enhanced substantially, [16] [17] [18] [19] or even reduced, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] relative to that in the bulk. The formation and growth of holes at elevated temperatures has also been used as a probe of chain dynamics in thin polymer films both in supported films, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] and in freelystanding films. [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] The key difference between the chain diffusion and hole growth studies in thin polymer films is that hole growth is a driven process due to surface tension acting at the edge of the hole, which results in high shear strain rates and corresponding nonlinear viscoelastic behavior.
The freely-standing film geometry is appealing because the in-plane component of the fluid velocity is uniform across the thickness of the film, corresponding to plug flow, since the film is symmetric with respect to the mid-plane of the film. For holes growing in freely-standing liquid films of low viscosity, e.g. soap films, [44] [45] [46] the time rate of change of the surface energy due to surface tension is balanced by the time rate of change of the kinetic energy due to inertia, which leads to linear growth of the hole radius with time. In freely-standing liquid films with large viscosity, hole growth is determined by the balance between surface energy and viscous damping, which leads to exponential growth of the hole radius with time: [36] [37] [38] 41, 44 R(t) = R 0 exp(t/τ ),
where τ is the characteristic growth time of the holes. The values of τ measured in hole growth experiments can be used to obtain two quantities: the film viscosity η at the edge of the hole,
where h is the film thickness and is the surface tension; and the shear strain rateγ at the edge of the hole,
Thus, hole growth provides a rheological probe of nanoscopically-confined chain dynamics over micrometer in-plane distances in thin polymer films with R(t) representing the deformation (strain) of the material as a result of the constant applied stress
acting radially outward at the edge of the hole. For small film thicknesses h, the stress σ can be substantial: for h = 50 nm, eq 4 gives a stress of 1.2 MPa, increasing as 1/h as the film thickness is decreased. For holes growing in freely-standing viscous films, a rim of liquid does not form at the edge of the hole, as confirmed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements; 41, 43 instead the film thickens uniformly. [36] [37] [38] 41, 44 In this article, we present a summary of results obtained from hole growth measurements performed on thin freely-standing PS films using both optical microscopy and a differential pressure experiment (DPE). We have focused our hole growth measurements on thin PS films because very large reductions in T g are observed for these films for very small film thicknesses. In the optical microscopy studies, we find that the hole radius R(t) exhibits an unusual transition from linear to exponential growth as hole growth proceeds at temperatures that are comparable to the bulk value of the glass-transition temperature T bulk g . This transient linear growth behavior, prior to reaching the steady-state exponential growth behavior, is consistent with the decay of entanglements via the convective constraint release (CCR) mechanism of the tube theory for entangled polymer dynamics. The values of the apparent viscosity η at the edge of the hole during steady state, determined from the values of the characteristic growth times τ measured during the late stages of hole growth, are decreased by up to eight orders of magnitude with increasing strain rate in agreement with the bulk phenomenon of shear thinning. Using the DPE, we have found that the onset of hole formation and growth occurs at temperatures that are comparable to T bulk g = 97
• C, and are only several degrees below T bulk g for very thin films with T g reductions of many tens of degrees. The small differences between the τ values obtained for thicker and thinner films are quantitatively consistent with shear thinning as a result of the increased stress σ present at the edge of the growing hole in the thinner films (see eq 4). We finish by discussing the disparity between mobility at different length scales in thin polymer films.
EXPERIMENTS
The PS films were spincoated onto freshly-cleaved mica substrates using dilute solutions of narrow distribution PS, with molecular weights ranging from 120 × 10 3 to 2240 × 10 3 (M w /M n < 1.12), dissolved in toluene (0.9 to 2.3% PS by mass) and at an angular speed of 4000 rpm. The PS films on the mica substrates were annealed under vacuum for 12 h at 115
• C to remove trapped solvent molecules, and then cooled slowly (≤1
• C/ min) to room temperature to produce a well-defined and reproducible thermal history. Freely-standing PS films were made using a water transfer technique 4 to remove the PS film from the mica substrate and place a piece of the PS film across a 4-mm diameter hole in a stainless steel sample holder.
Freely-standing PS films were heated to the measurement temperature T, either in a hot stage on the optical microscope or in the differential pressure experiment (DPE) cell. The temperature was increased quickly to the measurement temperature, and holes were observed to form spontaneously in the films because of nucleation at dust or defect sites. Precise measurements of the radius R of a single growing hole as a function of time t were obtained using optical microscopy by capturing a time series of optical images. 41 The characteristic growth time τ was also determined using the DPE by measuring the rate of gas flow through many small holes, which form at elevated temperatures over the 4-mm diameter of the freely-standing PS film. 39, 40 In the DPE, a small pressure difference (<10 −4 atm) is maintained across the freely-standing film by actively controlling the position of a piston which adjusts the gas pressure on one side of the film. The measured position of the piston as a function of time is fit to a functional form to extract the growth time τ , as well as the mean time t 0 for hole formation to occur. 39 The DPE is more suitable than optical microscopy for measuring hole growth in very thin films at the lowest measurement temperatures because of the difficulty in visually identifying slowly growing holes in the optical microscope at very low temperatures.
RESULTS

Optical Microscopy: Growth of a Single Hole
Optical microscopy measurements 41 of the hole radius R(t) in freely-standing polystyrene films at temperatures very close to T bulk g revealed a transition from an initial linear dependence of R on t to an exponential dependence of R on t. The exponential dependence of R on t has been observed previously for freely-standing viscous films [36] [37] [38] and can be understood theoretically from the balance of the time rate of change of the viscous and surface energies (see Introduction). The initial linear dependence of R on t was unexpected. This complex dependence of R on t is illustrated in Figure 1 by plotting a typical R(t) data set in two different ways: (a) the R values plotted on a linear axis versus time t, which shows linear hole growth at early times, and (b) the R values plotted on a natural logarithmic axis versus time t, which shows that exponential growth is obtained during the late stages of hole growth. We have observed the transition from linear to • C < T < 117 • C. The initial linear regime is most apparent in the data sets for films with larger molecular weights measured at the lowest temperatures.
All of the measured R(t) data were found to be well fit by an empirical equation:
This functional form can be interpreted as exponential growth of R(t) in a viscous material with a time varying viscosity η(t) that increases to a steady-state value η ∞ as Interestingly, this functional form for η(t) is equivalent to a three parameter spring and dashpot model for a simple viscoelastic fluid, shown in Figure 2 . We can think of hole growth as the time-dependent deformation (pure shear strain) of the polymer chains in response to the constant applied stress, σ = 2 /h, because of surface tension acting at the edge of the hole. 47 The spring and dashpot model shown in Figure 2 describes the time-dependent strain response of the system because of a constant applied stress σ :
In Figure 2 , the dashpots have a viscosity η ∞ corresponding to the viscosity value during the late stages of hole growth, which is reduced from the zero shear strain rate value η 0 due to shear thinning, and the spring has a shear modulus G. Equation 7 corresponds to the time-dependent viscosity η(t) = σ/γ given by eq 6, where τ 1 = η ∞ /G is the time constant for the decay of transient effects in the system. For the steady-state behavior observed at long times, we use the characteristic growth of R(t) in this regime to determine an apparent viscosity of the film η ∞ (≡η) near the edge of the hole via eq 2. The derivation of exponential growth of the hole radius, eq 1, with a characteristic growth time τ related to the material properties of the film by eq 2, is based on a balance between the time rate of change of the surface energy due to surface tension,Ė
and viscous dissipation,
For a simple viscous fluid, the viscosity is independent of the radial distance r and eqs 1 and 2 are easily recovered. However, for the present case, as we will show, the viscosity at the edge of the hole is reduced from that in the rest of the film because of shear thinning. A radial dependence of viscosity η(r) is expected with softer material at the edge of the hole and with η(r) gradually increasing until η 0 is recovered sufficiently far away from the hole. As such, the use of eq 2 is technically not valid. Nonetheless, we argue that for sufficiently thick films, for which the stress at the edge of the hole is less, and at sufficiently high temperatures and long times polystyrene will behave as a viscous fluid, eq 2 will be valid and exponential growth will be observed. We only observe deviations in R(t) from exponential growth for temperatures T 117
• C for film thicknesses on the order of a hundred nanometers. These deviations in R(t) occur as an initial transient behavior at short times before the steady-state exponential growth behavior is recovered at long times. We feel that use of eq 2 is valid in the steady-state regime when exponential growth is observed allowing us to characterize the observed flow by an effective viscosity.
The apparent viscosity values η that we calculate from the values of τ in the steady-state regime according to eq 2 represent the viscosity of the material in the region near the edge of the hole. These viscosity values are plotted in Figure 3 as a function of the reduced shear strain rate β, where the viscosity values have been normalized to the zero shear strain rate η 0 values determined for the different M w and T values used in the hole growth experiments from viscosity values measured for bulk polystyrene. 40, 48, 49 The use of the reduced shear strain rate β
where ρ is the density of the polymer and R mol is the molar gas constant, allows the viscosity values measured for films with different values of h, M w , and T to be plotted on the same graph. The data presented in Figure 3 is compiled from τ values measured using optical microscopy from three separate studies 38, 41, 42 and from the differential pressure experiment (described in the next section), which extends the data to lower temperatures and therefore larger values of β. 39, 40 The most striking feature of Figure 3 is the power law decrease that is observed in the viscosity values over eight orders of magnitude with increasing reduced shear strain rate β that spans twelve orders of magnitude. The slope of the log 10 (η/η 0 ) vs. log 10 β data in Figure 3 is −0.78 ± 0.01 40, 41 which is consistent with the value of ∼−0.8 that is measured in bulk rheology experiments by varying the shear strain rate value by two orders of magnitude. 50, 51 The early stage dynamics of hole growth are characterized by a second time constant τ 1 (cf. eq 5), which describes the exponential decay of the transient behavior to the simple exponential increase of R(t) that is observed at long times. As holes form and grow in the freely-standing PS films, the entanglement between chains decreases from an initially high value corresponding to the annealed, spincoated film to a much lower value corresponding to the highly sheared state with markedly reduced values of the viscosity.
The shear modulus G associated with the spring in the simple viscoelastic model shown in Figure 2 can be calculated from the equation G = η ∞ /τ 1 using the best fit values of η ∞ and τ 1 obtained from the measured R(t) data. The shear modulus G describes the stiffness of the PS during the early stages of hole growth, according to eq 7, and its value is a measure of the initial entanglement density relative to that in bulk. The values calculated for G range from 4 × 10 5 Pa to 1.5 × 10 6 Pa showing no systematic variation with M w , T, or h. The average value of G ≈ 9.5 × 10 5 Pa is in reasonable agreement with literature values for the plateau shear modulus of bulk polystyrene (∼2 × 10 5 Pa). 52, 53 The values of the shear modulus G obtained from the present study can be compared with the anomalously high values of the plateau modulus that were inferred from membrane deflection experiments of freely-standing poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) films, 54 and measurements of the extension ratio in uniaxially strained freely-standing glassy PS films that suggest that the density of entanglements (and therefore the plateau modulus) in thin films is less than that of bulk samples. 55 It is perhaps surprising that the holes in freelystanding PS films form and grow over time scales that are shorter than the reptation time of the polymer at low measurement temperatures that are close to T bulk g . At a temperature of 101
• C, the reptation time τ d varies from 4 × 10 5 to 8 × 10 9 s for the range of molecular weights used, 47 yet hole growth occurs over a shorter time scale (∼10 4 s). According to the tube theory for entangled polymer dynamics, reptation is the dominant relaxation mechanism only for linear monodisperse chains at small shear strain rates (γ < τ R , where τ R is the time of the longest Rouse mode, the polymer chains relax via the convective constraint release (CCR) mechanism. [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] For the CCR mechanism, the tube constraints are renewed when neighboring chains are swept away by flow, which occurs on a time scale of the order of the inverse of the strain rateγ −1 . 56, 62 For very high shear rates (γ > τ −1 R ), the chain stretch mechanism is believed to dominate as the polymer chains become distorted within their tubes, unable to relax fast enough by Rouse modes to maintain their Gaussian conformations. [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] For hole growth at T = 101
• C, the shear rates are 41 It has been suggested that chain stretch is less important for shear flows with no rotation, 66, 69 which is the case for hole growth, 47 such that we would expect CCR to be the dominant relaxation mechanism. We have found that the time constant τ 1 , representing the exponential decay of the transient behavior in hole growth, is in excellent agreement with the relaxation time expected for the CCR mechanism (∼γ −1 = τ/2) with τ/τ 1 = 2.2 ± 1.4. 41 This finding suggests that the transient behavior observed as linear hole growth at short times is the result of chain disentanglement via the CCR mechanism before a constant, reduced, steady-state density of entanglements, and hence η(γ ), is reached.
Another surprising feature of the hole growth process is that the initial, transient behavior is well described by a single relaxation time τ 1 . Usually polymer dynamics are much more complex with a distribution of relaxation times required to describe the linear viscoelastic behavior. 72 We believe that the transient behavior in the present hole growth experiments is simpler than ordinary linear viscoelastic behavior because there is only one dominant relaxation mechanism (CCR) with a single relaxation time (∼γ −1 ) in the intermediate shear rate regime (τ
). This allows the hole growth dynamics to be well described by the simple spring and dashpot model shown in Figure 2 .
Differential Pressure Experiment: Characteristic Growth Time for Very Thin Films
Hole growth measurements using the differential pressure experiment (DPE) complement those performed using optical microscopy by extending the range of temperatures and measurable film thicknesses to lower values allowing hole growth times to be determined for very thin films that have a reduced value of the glass-transition temperature. 3, 4, 7 In the DPE, a piston is used to actively maintain a very small (<10 −4 atm) pressure difference across the freely-standing film, which causes air to flow through the holes present in the film. In the DPE, the position of the piston is measured as a function of time. Once holes have formed, the piston drifts continuously in one direction with a rate that increases with time corresponding to the growth of holes in the films. The piston position is fit to a functional form that contains several fitting parameters including the characteristic growth time of the holes τ , and a mean time t 0 and a width t w that describe the onset of hole formation in terms of a Gaussian distribution of hole onset times. 39 Although the optical microscopy results showed that R(t) is described by eq 5, the DPE fitting function is derived assuming only simple exponential growth, eq 1, in order to simplify the data analysis. This assumption is justified since the DPE signal is dominated by gas flow through the largest holes in the film which are growing exponentially. 39, 40 For the range of temperatures that can be measured using both optical microscopy and the DPE, 101
• C < T < 105
• C, we have demonstrated that the measured τ values are in agreement to within the reproducibility of the measurement with the τ values determined from optical microscopy measurements of R(t) in late stage hole growth for which exponential growth is observed. 40 
Figure 4 shows τ (T)
values for a subset of the data collected using the DPE: film thicknesses h = 97 and 54 nm for M w = 717 × 10 3 and h = 91 and 51 nm for M w = 2240 × 10 3 . 40 The set of films with the largest thicknesses have T g values equal to the bulk value for PS, T bulk g = 97
• C, whereas the sets of films with smaller thicknesses have T g values that are reduced from the bulk value (T g = 69
• C for h = 54 nm of M w = 717 × 10 3 and T g = 25
• C for h = 51 nm of M w = 2240 × 10 3 ). 4, 7 In Figure 4 , it can be seen that the τ (T) curves for the thinnest films are shifted only slightly (4.7
• C) to lower temperatures compared with the thickest films. It is clear that there is not a direct correspondence between the shifts in the τ (T) data sets and the reduced T g values. In addition, it can be seen from the data shown in Figure 4 that the 
τ (T)
values have no significant molecular weight dependence, which is consistent with nonlinear viscosity values η(γ ) that are reduced as a result of shear thinning. 73 The variations in τ (T) with film thickness h could possibly be related to changes in T g with h for these films. However, before we can make this association, we must first account for the effects of the bulk phenomenon of shear thinning. The small shifts between the τ (T) data sets with thickness are consistent with an increase in shear thinning produced by the increase in stress acting at the edge of the holes as the film thickness is decreased (σ = 2 /h). 40 By combining eqs 2 and 3 with the empirical formula that describes shear thinning, which can be written as a power law decrease in viscosity η with increasing strain rateγ above a critical thresholdγ cr :
one can write
By scaling the τ values according to eq 12, all of the τ (T) data collapse onto a single curve as shown in the plot of (τ 1−d )/h vs. T in Figure 5 . Note that (τ 1−d )/h in eq 12 is independent of M w , since the product η 0γ d cr , as specified by η(γ ) in eq 11 is independent of M w in the shear thinning regime. 73 The DPE also provides a measure of the onset of hole formation. The DPE signal is fit by assuming a Gaussian distribution of hole onset times with a mean time t 0 and width t w . In Figure 6 are shown the t 0 and t w values plotted as a function of temperature for all of the films measured with the DPE. It can be seen that holes form more readily in the thinner films, but it should also be noted that holes form at temperatures comparable to T bulk g , even for the thinnest films that have a reduced value of T g = 25
• C (h = 51 nm of M w = 2240 × 10 3 ). The onset time for hole formation at a given temperature is more likely shorter for the thinner films because the critical radius R c for nucleation decreases with decreasing film thickness h, according to R c = h/2.
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DISCUSSION
As detailed in the Introduction section there have been numerous studies that have revealed dynamics in thin polymer films that differ from that in bulk. The reductions in T g with decreasing film thickness suggest greatly enhanced segmental mobility in very thin films, while numerous studies of whole chain motion find that there is not a corresponding increase in mobility on this larger length scale (see ref. 12 for a recent review). How can we relate the results of these studies to those of the hole growth studies?
Hole growth measurements in freely-standing PS films have revealed complex flow processes: an initial, transient behavior as the system evolves into a steady-state behavior that is characterized by very large reductions in viscosity due to shear thinning, which is consistent with the relaxation times of the convective constraint release mechanism of the theory of entangled polymer dynamics. Both of these complex flow processes are produced by the large stress that acts at the edge of a growing hole in a very thin film, which leads to the decay of the initial set of physical entanglements between the molecules and the establishment of a state of high shear flow.
Because of the complexities of the surfacetension-driven fluid flow in very thin freelystanding PS films, it is challenging to relate the hole growth results to those obtained from measurements of the glass-transition temperature T g and chain diffusion in thin polymer films, and corresponding computer simulations on confined polymers. For the purposes of this comparison, we focus instead on processes that occur during the formation of holes when the chains are still highly entangled, and the flow is driven by van der Waals forces acting across the film thickness (in the vicinity of a defect, e.g., dust).
Experimentally, we find that holes form only at temperatures comparable to or greater than the bulk value of T g , even for films in which the T g value is reduced by many tens of degrees with respect to the bulk value. To reconcile the T g and hole formation results collected on similar freelystanding PS films, we consider three different possibilities: there may be differences in mobility between directions parallel to and perpendicular to the plane of the film, there may exist variations in mobility across the thickness of the film particularly near a free surface, and segmental and whole chain motions may be effectively decoupled in thin films.
Evidence for reduced mobility perpendicular to the film plane and more mobility at the free surfaces than in the interior of thin polymer films could possibly explain why T g values are reduced while holes form only at temperatures comparable to or greater than the bulk value of T g in thin freely-standing PS films. For a hole to form in the film, sufficient chain mobility is required perpendicular to the film plane and across the entire thickness of the film. Therefore, if the mobility perpendicular to the film is reduced or if the chain segments at the center of the film move more slowly than the segments at the free surfaces of the film, then holes should not form until temperatures comparable to the bulk value of T g are reached.
Differences in mobility parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the film have been observed in computer simulations in which it has been found that in-plane motions are enhanced while outof-plane motions are reduced in thin films. [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] Experiments involving the diffusion of labeled chains confined to thin supported films have measured slower dynamics than in the bulk in both the in-plane 16 and out-of-plane [20] [21] [22] directions. The presence of a more mobile surface layer has been proposed to explain T g reductions in both supported and freely-standing PS films. This implies a gradient in the segmental mobility across the thickness of the film, and such a gradient has been observed directly using fluorescence measurements of supported multilayer films. 13, 80 In addition, single supported polymer films show a broadening of the glass transition with decreasing film thickness [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] that is consistent with either a variation in mobility across the film or a dynamical broadening of the distribution of relaxation times. In these measurements, it is the lower temperature portion of the transition that is shifted to even lower temperatures, while the high temperature onset of the transition remains at T bulk g such that the mid-point of the transition is observed to decrease with decreasing thickness.
It is problematic to interpret the freelystanding PS film results in terms of a gradient in mobility across the thickness of the films, since it is found experimentally that the glass transition occurs over a narrow range of temperatures even for very thin films. 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 87 One possible explanation for this sharp transition is that the segmental dynamics in freely-standing films is dominated by a single relaxation mechanism, such as the sliding motion proposed by de Gennes. 88, 89 The measurements of freely-standing films show reductions in T g with decreasing film thickness of many tens of degrees Celsius such that very thin films may not have sufficient thickness to support such a large variation in mobility. This interpretation is suggested by recent fluorescence measurements on very thin supported multilayer films, which show that the dynamics across the thickness of the film become uniform, to within the precision of a single layer of the film (14 nm), for multilayer film thicknesses less than ∼25 nm. 13 The results of this analysis are puzzling, however, given that the reduced T g results of low molecular weight freely-standing PS films, which exhibit a sharp glass transition suggestive of uniform segmental dynamics, are well described by a layer model that approximates the concept of a gradient in dynamics across the thickness of the film. 5, 6 Based on a wide variety of experimental results, the basic idea of trying to infer the behavior of the mobility at one length scale from that at a different length scale in thin polymer films could be flawed. Some diffusion studies suggest that dynamics on longer length scales are reduced in thin polymer films, 16, [20] [21] [22] [23] 25 whereas the corresponding T g values on similar or the same films are reduced. The combined T g and hole formation results obtained for thin, freely-standing PS films discussed in the present manuscript also indicate that there can be a decoupling of the segmental and whole chain dynamics in very thin polymer films. Supporting evidence for this concept was obtained for supported PS films for which the thermal expansion of the glassy regime increased with decreasing film thickness, while that in the melt regime remained constant, resulting in a loss in contrast of the transition. 81 These observations could be interpreted as a "freezing out" of slower modes on longer length scales at T bulk g , while the faster modes on shorter length scales persist to lower temperatures, resulting in a reduced value of T g . Although the contrast between the glass and melt regions is also observed to decrease with decreasing thickness for freely-standing films, the changes in the slope of the melt and glass regions are less systematic than those observed for supported films. 5 Collectively, these experimental results suggest that one should exercise caution in comparing the results of measurements of the dynamics of thin polymer films on different length scales. To help understand the complicated dynamics of thin polymer films, measurements of relaxation time distributions as a function of film thickness and depth from the film surface are strongly encouraged.
CONCLUSIONS
Hole growth at low temperatures comparable to T bulk g shows complex viscoelastic behavior and pronounced shear thinning. Decreases in viscosity of over eight orders of magnitude have been measured with increasing strain rate. Careful measurements of the R(t) behavior have allowed us to interpret the results in terms of a simple viscoelastic fluid model characterized by a characteristic growth time τ and a relaxation time τ 1 . The best fit τ and τ 1 values are consistent with ascribing the initial, transient behavior as that required to reach steady state flow because of the decay of entanglements via the CCR mechanism of the theory of entangled polymer dynamics. These results demonstrate that hole growth in freely-standing polymer films can be used as a microrheological probe to study nonlinear viscoelastic phenomena, and it is our hope that the data will allow quantitative tests of various constitutive equations and nonlinear viscoelastic theories.
Hole growth in very thin freely-standing films has been studied using a novel differential pressure experiment (DPE). Results from the DPE show that whole chain motion is not enhanced relative to that of the bulk, even for films in which large T g reductions have been observed. It is our hope that these results will help to elucidate the complex nature of mobility on different length scales in thin freely-standing polymer films.
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